Your dentist and Valley
Dental Arts. A partnership
you can trust.
From that first look in the mirror every morning,
to every meal and every smile you share, you will
experience a lifetime of perfectly fitting, natural
looking teeth you can be proud of.
Uncompromising quality, art and precision.
For every patient. Every time.

The importance – and artistry
– of the human touch.

Want to learn more?
Visit:
ValleyDentalArts.com

Or call us at:
1.800.328.9157
1.651.439.2855

Smiles the way
nature intended

At Valley Dental Arts, every day we are inspired by
the opportunity to change lives and deliver results
dentists and their patients never thought possible.
At a time when automation is revered for its efficiency
and high output, we remain dedicated to the
uncompromising quality, art and precision that can
only be delivered by human hands.

Great aesthetics – or things of beauty – have distinct
characteristics perfected by nature. As we know,
nature doesn’t repeat itself. Neither do our smiles.

The hands of our team at Valley Dental Arts.
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That is why Valley Dental Arts approaches each smile
like a commissioned piece of art. Rather than massproducing teeth, our skilled technicians and artisans
carefully measure and customize each tooth based
on your unique needs. We recreate each angle, curve
and color, so your smile looks and feels like your
natural smile. Only better.

ValleyDentalArts.com

Valley Dental Arts. Smiles the way nature intended.

Four decades of
putting patients first.
Our family founded Valley Dental Arts in 1974 to
create a new standard of aesthetic dentistry: one
of exceptional craftsmanship, artistry and attention
to detail that results in teeth that look and feel like
natural teeth.

Patient Testimonials

Rather than mass producing teeth, our certified
and AACD-accredited technicians carefully create,
measure and paint each individual tooth. By
combining premier technology and materials with the
artistry of human hands, we ensure the best fit, form
and function for every patient, every time.

Quality Craftsmanship
“I have my new veneers, and it is great. I love
them. A lot of people have asked me what
have I had done. They think I look younger.”
- Iris

Together with our partner dentists, we have been
raising the bar for excellence in aesthetic dentistry
for more than 40 years. We look forward to creating
a bright future, and bright smiles, for many more
years to come.

Beautiful Artistry
“I have a beautiful smile and couldn’t be
happier. You made my dream come true.”
-Robin

What’s in a smile?
Smiles say so much about us. How healthy and
kind and confident we are. What makes us laugh.
What makes us tick. Smiles are what we share
with loved ones, and they are the gifts we give
ourselves throughout our lives, helping us remember
what is important.
This is why, if your smile is not what it should be, you
and your dentist should partner with Valley Dental
Arts. We are in the business of restoring smiles, and
changing lives. We are dedicated, caring technicians
and artisans who embrace the importance of what
we do, knowing that what we create will dramatically
impact the quality of a person’s life.
At Valley Dental Arts, we deliver results patients and
their dentists never thought possible. Perfectly-fitting,
natural looking teeth. Smiles that change – and last –
a lifetime.
Whatever dental challenge you may be facing, smile.
You now have a partner. Valley Dental Arts.

Unequaled Value
“The teeth I have now, people look at them
and say, ‘Wow! Your teeth look fantastic!’
There is a wide array of quality on the
market. And I would say Valley Dental Arts,
as far as I’m concerned, they are the top.
These look like real teeth, and behave like
real teeth and are astounding.”
- Jim

Want to learn more?
ValleyDentalArts.com
1.800.328.9157 or 1.651.439.2855

